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Background: At above-barrier energies, complete fusion cross sections in collisions of light weakly bound
nuclei with heavy target nuclei are suppressed when compared to well-bound nuclei. Breakup of the projectilelike
nucleus was proposed to be the cause. In addition to direct breakup, breakup following transfer was shown to be
substantial.
Purpose: We investigate breakup in reactions with 7Li, triggered by sub-barrier proton pickup to unbound states
in 8Be, which subsequently separate into two α particles.
Method: Measurements of sub-barrier disintegration of 7Li on a 58Ni target were made using the Heavy Ion
Accelerator Facility at the Australian National University. Combining the experimental results with classical
simulations of post-breakup acceleration, we study the sensitivity of α-α energy and angle correlations to the
proximity of disintegration to the target (proton donor) nucleus.
Results: The simulations indicate that disintegration as the colliding nuclei approach each other leads to large
angular separations θ12 of the α fragments. The detectors allow for a maximum opening angle of θ12 = 132◦, such
that the present experiment is largely insensitive to breakup occurring when the collision partners approach each
other. The data are consistent with disintegration of (a) the 0+ 8Be ground state far from the targetlike nucleus,
and (b) the 2+ 8Be resonance near the targetlike nucleus when the 8Be is receding from the targetlike nucleus.
Conclusions: The present results shed light on the near-target component of transfer-induced breakup reactions.
The distribution of events with respect to the opening angle of the α particles, and the orientation of their relative
velocity with respect to the velocity of their center of mass, gives insights into their proximity to the target at
the moment of breakup. Further measurements with larger angular coverage and more complete simulations are
required to fully understand the influence of breakup on fusion.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.93.024605
I. INTRODUCTION
Complete fusion of weakly bound nuclei such as 6,7Li
and 9Be in reactions with heavy target nuclei is known to be
significantly suppressed [1–6] at above-barrier energies with
respect to well-bound nuclei and single-barrier penetration
model calculations. The effect was found in a large number of
systems, with the typical suppression of the complete fusion
cross section around ∼30%. It was suggested [1] that the cause
is breakup of the projectile into fragments before passing inside
the fusion barrier, reducing the likelihood that the complete
projectile will fuse with the target.
The weak-binding and ground-state cluster structure of
these projectiles makes them susceptible to breakup through
direct population of their continuum states: 6Li into α + d,
7Li into α + t , and 9Be into 2α + n. However, because
neighboring nuclei are particle unbound, transfer reactions
may lead to ejectiles that disintegrate into two or more
fragments [7–9]. For example, proton pickup by 7Li forms
unbound 8Be, yielding two α particles. One- and two-neutron
transfer, populating states above the α + d threshold in 6Li and
in α + p unbound 5Li, respectively, can also trigger breakup.
These modes have been identified in experiments measuring
coincidences of two breakup fragments, both at energies
above [9,10] and below [7,11–13] the barrier energy. For
6Li, 7Li, and 9Be, transfer-induced breakup is as important
as direct breakup with heavy 144Sm, 207,208Pb, and 209Bi
target nuclei [12,13]. Thus in this work we define breakup
as any process which leads to the disintegration of the
projectilelike nucleus into two fragments, either directly or
following nucleon transfer.
The nuclear structure of the unbound state populated prior
to breakup influences the subsequent breakup process. Thus
there are significant variations between different projectiles
and reaction channels. For example, narrow resonances have
been identified in α + d and α + α breakup channels, asso-
ciated with states in 6Li and 8Be [12–15]. These states have
lifetimes (>10−20 s) that are much longer than the collision
times scales (∼10−21 s), and so will not be able to suppress
fusion. Other broad resonances are known (e.g., in 5Li and
8Be), which may disintegrate into fragments prior to reaching
the fusion barrier, and provide a mechanism by which fusion
can be suppressed.
Thus the location of breakup relative to the targetlike
nucleus is critical to fusion suppression: Only breakup prior
to the projectilelike nucleus being absorbed inside the fusion
barrier can suppress fusion. However, the characterization
of the breakup process itself is difficult at energies above
the barrier. Here, absorption of the fragments following
breakup is significant, limiting coincidence measurements
of the fragments and complete kinematical reconstruction
of the event. In contrast, detailed information on breakup
mechanisms can be obtained unambiguously at sub-barrier
energies, where capture of the fragments is minimal. At
sub-barrier energies breakup prior to the fusion barrier, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), translates into breakup before the
turning point R0 (the incoming trajectory). Breakup after
this point, when the reactants are receding from each other
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FIG. 1. 7Li projectile trajectories (solid and dotted lines) corre-
sponding to a distance of closest approach R0 (dashed arcs). Proton
pickup occurs at some point on the solid trajectory to form 8Be.
Disintegration of 8Be into two α particles can occur either (a)
approaching (incoming trajectory) or (b) receding from (outgoing
trajectory) the targetlike nucleus. The radial distance relative to R0
at which breakup occurs is denoted by r . The asymptotic opening
angle of the two fragments, following post-acceleration by the target,
is θ12. Events resulting in large angular separations θ12 correspond to
large relative energies of the α fragments.
(the outgoing trajectory) is not relevant to fusion suppression,
because there is no outgoing trajectory in fusion.
By studying the detail of sub-barrier breakup, we can
then infer the influence of breakup on above-barrier fusion
using models (e.g., [16]). This work concentrates on the first
step, specifically in obtaining information on (a) whether
sub-barrier breakup occurs when the projectile- and targetlike
nuclei are approaching or receding from each other, and (b)
the internuclear distance at the point of breakup. Both are
critical to fusion suppression. We consider the case of proton
pickup by 7Li from a 58Ni target at sub-barrier energies,
producing two α particles—a channel found to be strong in
reactions with heavy target nuclei in the lead region [12,13].
Using classical dynamical simulations we examine the effect
of different locations of near-target breakup on the energy and
angular correlations of the two α fragments produced in the
reaction.
II. NEAR-TARGET AND ASYMPTOTIC BREAKUP
A. Experiment
The experiment presented here was performed using a
beam of 13.1 MeV 7Li nuclei provided by the 14UD
tandem electrostatic accelerator at the Australian National
University Heavy Ion Accelerator Facility. This beam energy
is approximately 96% of the 7Li - 58Ni fusion barrier VB ,
where VB was estimated using the Sao Paulo potential [17].
Charged particles were detected with the Breakup Array for
Light Nuclei (BALiN [18]), a large area double-sided silicon
strip detector array. In the present experiment this was placed at
backward angles, covering θ ≈ 114◦–165◦ with respect to the
beam axis, and up to 210◦ in φ. The states of 57Co populated
are consistent with those strongly populated in 58Ni(t,α) 57Co
and 58Ni(d, 3He) 57Co proton-pickup reactions [19–21]. The
data presented here are for the 57Co 2.981 1/2+ state, which
is near the optimal Q value for population of excited states


















FIG. 2. Relative energy distribution for the two α fragments
following proton-pickup-induced disintegration of 7Li interacting
with (a) a 208Pb target at 29 MeV and (b) a 58Ni target at 13.1 MeV. At
lower energies a prominent peak associated with the 8Be ground state
is seen highlighted by the shaded region. In both cases a second bump
is seen at larger Erel, before the distribution decays exponentially.
essentially identical to earlier experiments using a 9Be beam,
with a complete description given in Ref. [11]. Here we focus
on the interpretation of the results.
B. Fragment relative energies
Previous work [11–13] had characterized breakup using
the measured relative energy distributions of the resulting α
particles, Erel = 12μv212, where v12 is the relative velocity of
the two fragments and μ their reduced mass. With fragments
of masses m1 and m2, the relative energy can be deduced from
their individual energies E1 and E2, and the opening angle of
their velocity vectors θ12:
Erel = m2E1 + m1E2 − 2
√
m1E1m2E2 cos θ12
m1 + m2 . (1)
The measured relative energy distributions for the two α
particles resulting from 7Li proton pickup with the 58Ni target
is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 2. This is compared to
the distribution produced by the same proton-pickup reaction
of 7Li on a 208Pb target [13], shown in the top panel. In both
cases the collision energy is below that of the respective fusion
barriers. The maximum relative energy with the 58Ni target is
limited by the maximum fragment opening angle θ12 allowed
by the detector system. Data from both 208Pb and 58Ni targets
show a peak at low Erel (indicated by the gray band) on a broad,
largely featureless background which decays exponentially as
Erel increases.
At the point of breakup, the relative energy of the α
particles reflects the intrinsic excitation distribution of 8Be
resulting from the transfer. This in turn depends on the energy,
shape, and width of resonances, in addition to effects arising
from the production mechanism (e.g., the favored Q-value
window) [22–24]. If the fragments only interacted weakly
with the targetlike nucleus following breakup, for example,
in 7Li(d,n) 8Be or 9Be(p,d) 8Be, the final measured relative
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energy distribution would reflect this intrinsic distribution.
However, for both 208Pb and 58Ni targets there are potentially
strong Coulomb interactions of the α particles with the
targetlike nucleus following breakup, which change their
trajectories, distorting the relative energy distribution. The
degree to which this occurs depends on whether the breakup
occurs asymptotically far from the target or near the target.
C. Asymptotic breakup
The 8Be ground state is an extreme example of asymptotic
breakup. At just 0.092 MeV above the αα threshold, it
has a width  = 5.6 eV corresponding to a lifetime of
1.17 × 10−16 s [25]. As such, it separates into two α particles
very far from the target nucleus (asymptotic breakup). There
is, therefore, essentially no acceleration of the separated α
particles from the Coulomb field of the target, and the relative
energy observed remains characteristic of the excitation of the
state (broadened by instrumental resolution, see Ref. [13]). A
well-defined peak is then clearly visible in the Erel distribution,
as found for both 58Ni and 208Pb targets and indicated by the
shaded region in Fig. 2. The asymptotic breakup component is
unable to influence fusion at above-barrier energies, as breakup
will not occur before the projectilelike nucleus has reached the
fusion barrier.
D. Near-target breakup
Disintegration of the projectilelike nucleus—in this case,
8Be—into fragments close to the target is able to suppress
fusion, and was previously referred to as prompt breakup.
Following breakup the α particles are accelerated by their
Coulomb interactions with the target, resulting in a wide range
of relative energies and the smoothly varying background
shown in Fig. 2. Because half of the proton transfer should
occur on the incoming trajectory and half on the outgoing
trajectory, it was previously assumed [12,13] that the half
of near-target breakup (from the incoming trajectory) would
contribute to complete fusion suppression. However, a more
detailed understanding is desirable.
It was noted [11] that near-target breakup events may
proceed via the 8Be 3.122-MeV 2+ state. Because of its
large width  = 1.513 MeV [25] the decay was treated as
effectively instantaneous. Although the initial relative energy
of the fragments should be reasonably well defined by the
resonance energy, the strong Coulomb field of the target
causes them to accelerate rapidly. This acceleration causes
their relative energy to increase or decrease depending on their
initial orientation with respect to the target. The magnitude of
the acceleration, determined by both the charge of the target
and distance to the target at the point of breakup, determines
how strong the distortions of the relative energy distribution
are from the intrinsic resonance line shape.
Because of this acceleration it is not immediately clear
how the final Erel distribution is sensitive to the 2+ state and
its properties. The final relative energy distributions for both
58Ni and 208Pb targets exhibit a broad, flat maximum in the
region Erel ≈ 1–3 MeV (see Fig. 2). This is, however, target
dependent: The 58Ni case shows a more well-defined peak at
lower energy than the flat maximum found for 208Pb. Given
the large difference in charge between the two targets, that
the two are different is not surprising. As the post-breakup
acceleration with the 58Ni target is considerably weaker, the
resulting relative energy distribution is more likely to retain
features of the 2+ resonance. We thus focus on the 58Ni target
in this work, in an effort to understand the prompt breakup and
post-breakup acceleration in more detail.
III. CHARACTERIZING NEAR-TARGET BREAKUP
To better characterize near-target breakup we consider
two further quantities—the difference of fragment energies
|E1 − E2|, and the correlation between the opening angle
of the fragments θ12 and the orientation of their relative
velocity with respect to the velocity of their center of mass.
Both quantities have a well-defined distribution when breakup
occurs far from the target. We consider these asymptotic limits,
and the deviations from them observed in the experimental
data, in the following.
A. Fragment energy differences
Where breakup results in two fragments of the same mass,
the maximum difference of energies occurs when their relative
velocity is aligned with the velocity of their center of mass,
such that θ12 = 0◦ or 180◦. This quantity is given by
|E1 − E2|  2
√
Erel(E0 − Erel), (2)
where E0 is the total energy E0 = E1 + E2. If the breakup
occurs asymptotically far from the target, the distribution
of |E1 − E2| should run from zero to this Erel-dependent
maximum. Furthermore, if the decay is isotropic we should
find that the intensity of events is independent of |E1 − E2|
for a given relative energy [8].
The measured distribution of |E1 − E2| with Erel is shown























FIG. 3. The distribution of coincidence events according to their
relative energy Erel and difference of energies of the fragments |E1 −
E2|. The dashed arc shows the expected maximum difference, which
should be attained for all Erel in the absence of the target nucleus.
The hatched area shows the detection limit assuming a threshold α
energy of 1.75 MeV. Both estimates assume a constant total energy
E1 + E2 = 14 MeV.
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allowed energy difference |E1 − E2| as a function of Erel,
assuming a total energy E1 + E2 = 14 MeV. The hatched
area shows the detection limit based on the minimum de-
tectable α-particle energy from energy losses and electronics
thresholds.
The ground state of 8Be appears as an intense band at low
relative energy in the bottom left corner of the plot Erel  0.2
MeV, and reaches the limiting |E1 − E2| value. As expected,
the intensity is independent of |E1 − E2| for this asymptotic,
isotropic decay. For slightly higher relative energies with
0.2  Erel  2.4 MeV the events continue to reach to the
limiting value, although the intensity is no longer constant with
|E1 − E2| for a given Erel. Above Erel ≈ 2.4 MeV the intensity
becomes increasingly focused towards |E1 − E2| = 0. These
events are likely to be from breakup near the target, where the
majority of energy is stored in the fragment-target potentials.
This energy is then released in the (largely) independent
interactions of the fragments with the target, resulting in
fragments with similar energies. Aside from those events
clearly associated with the 8Be ground state, almost all
breakup occurs sufficiently close to the targetlike nucleus
such that the post-disintegration acceleration by the targetlike
nucleus alters the fragment trajectories.
B. Fragment angular correlations
To further probe breakup close to the targetlike nucleus,
it is useful to first consider the expected fragment angular
correlations for a given relative energy for asymptotic breakup.
In particular, we consider how the orientation of the relative
velocity of the two fragments is correlated with their opening
angle θ12. For the limit of asymptotic breakup, the relevant
velocity diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The laboratory velocities
of the fragments are v1 and v2, deduced from the measured
energies E1 and E2. The velocity of their center of mass is vc.
The velocities of the fragments in the 8Be rest frame are u1 and
u2, deduced from the relative energy Erel = 12μ(u1 + u2)2 and
conservation of momentum, where μ is the reduced mass of
the fragment pair. The angle β is the orientation of the relative











FIG. 4. Notation for fragment velocities for isolated disintegra-
tion. The laboratory frame opening angle is θ12. The orientation of
the relative velocity with respect to that of the center of mass is β.






























FIG. 5. Plot of β against θ12 showing the present measurements.
The lines indicate the expected correlation for asymptotic breakup
for an initial relative energy of 0.092 MeV (dashed) and 3.122 MeV
(solid). The hatched area shows the expected θ12 inaccessible with the
current detector configuration. In reality, the efficiency will decrease
as this region is approached. The inset shows the projection of the
0.092-keV band onto β, with the red line showing the expected sin β
isotropic distribution. See text for further discussion.
For a fixed initial excitation energy Ex (equivalent to Erel
in the asymptotic case), there is a direct mapping between θ12
and β. This angle can be deduced directly from the measured
opening angle θ12, the laboratory energies of the fragments E1
and E2 and their relative energy Erel. This angle β is given by
sin β = v1v2 sin θ12(
v22u
2
1 + v21u22 + 2u1u2v1v2 cos θ12
)1/2 . (3)
In symmetric disintegration such as 8Be → 2α, the maximum
opening angle θ12 will come when β = 90◦ and E1 = E2. The
smallest θ12 are generated when the relative motion of the α
particles is aligned with the direction of motion of their center
of mass with β = 0◦ or 180◦, and the difference of energies
|E1 − E2| is then maximized.
The experimentally observed correlation between β and θ12
is shown in Fig. 5. Because both fragments have the same mass
the figure is symmetric about β = 90◦, and we have folded the
data about this value. In the present detector configuration, the
detectors cover angles forward to θ ≈ 114◦ with up to 210◦
coverage in φ. This allows detection of pairs of fragments with
a maximum possible opening angle of θ12 ≈ 132◦ although the
efficiency will be small for the largest values.
The data show two bands. At small θ12 a band of events
can be seen resulting from decay of the ground state of
8Be. The small relative energy of the α particles gives
angular separations up to ∼10◦ and follows the expected
asymptotic disintegration curve from Eq. (3) (dashed curve).
The width of the band is primarily from the angular resolution
in the experiment—the physical width of the ground state
is negligible. Projected onto β (shown in the inset), these
events show a sin β intensity pattern, consistent with isotropic
emission. The reduced intensity at the extremes of β result
from small angular separations θ12, where both α particles
arrive in the same pixel. These events cannot be registered as
a coincidence event in the detector array.
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A second band of events is also apparent, extending to larger
θ12. That such a band emerges from the relatively featureless
Erel distribution [nonshaded region of Fig. 2(b)] is significant.
The solid line shows the result expected from asymptotic
disintegration for an initial excitation energy equal to the 8Be
2+ energy. This limit provides a useful benchmark: Although
clearly the band is not asymptotic, the data cover a similar
range of θ12, suggesting that the prompt breakup does indeed
proceed via the 8Be 2+ resonance. As the breakup position
moves inwards towards the distance of closest approach R0,
we would expect increasingly strong deviations from the
asymptotic limit. If breakup occurs close to the target, the
potential gradient is large and the fragments will accelerate
rapidly away from the targetlike nucleus, strongly eroding the
asymptotic β vs θ12 correlation (solid line in Fig. 5).
How the post-breakup acceleration changes these correla-
tions will depend on (a) the orientation of the α particles with
respect to the target, and (b) how close the fragments are to the
target. If the α particles are aligned perpendicular to the target
field, the post-acceleration will tend to increase their relative
energy and increase θ12. Conversely, if aligned parallel to the
target field the stronger acceleration for the α nearest the target
will tend to reduceErel and reduce θ12. Qualitatively, this seems
consistent with the deviations from asymptotic breakup shown
in Fig. 5. Thus the correlation of the observables presented here
appears to provide insights into the location of breakup.
IV. MODELING POST-BREAKUP ACCELERATION
To investigate further we need to understand how the post-
breakup acceleration of the α particles by the target alters
the correlation of β and θ12, and understand how the changes
are sensitive to the proximity to the target at the point of
breakup. To this end, we make simulations using a modified
version of the three-dimensional classical dynamical model
PLATYPUS [16,26]. The simulations model breakup using a 8Be
pseudoprojectile, with the incident energy of the 8Be chosen to
match the distance of closest approach attained by the physical
7Li projectile incident on the 58Ni. The classical trajectory of
the 8Be and 57Co target are tracked, and at some point the 8Be
disintegrates into two α particles. The interactions between the
α particles and target are then followed until their separations
are large.
Here our interest lies in how the θ12-β correlation changes
with the proximity of breakup to the targetlike nucleus. We thus
make simulations using a fixed point of disintegration at radial
distance r = R0 + r on the projectile-target trajectory, either
before or after the distance of closest approach (see Fig. 1).
A small effective Q value is added to the relative motion of
the 8Be and target to attain the correct total fragment energy
E1 + E2 found in experiment (see the Appendix).
On the premise that near-target breakup originates from the
8Be 2+ resonance, we assume an initial relative energy for the
α particles appropriate for this state (Ex ≡ ER = 3.122 MeV).
At the moment of breakup, the α particles are placed with
separation d12 equal to their mutual barrier radius, with the
orientation of d12 assumed to be isotropic. The α particles
then move radially away from each other, and are accelerated
by their mutual potential and their interactions with the target.
For each set of calculations 500 events are simulated. The
only factor varying is the orientation of the initial separation
of the fragments d12. To gauge the sensitivity to Ex we
make calculations covering the width of the resonance (Ex =
ER ± /2). The calculations are made for fixed projectile-
target relative angular momentum—typically L = 0, al-
though illustrative calculations with L = 4 and 8 are also
shown.
The breakup distances (R0 + r) given are the distance at
which disintegration into two α particles occurs and they move
apart, rather than where the transfer reaction itself happens.
This definition is used because some finite time will be required
to tunnel or pass over the α-α barrier. If the α particles remain
spatially localized (i.e., inside their mutual barrier) until the
fusion barrier with the target is reached, fusion will not be
suppressed. Therefore this definition of the breakup point is
most relevant in this work. This definition differs from the
original implementation of the PLATYPUS model, where the
initial separation approximated the size of the 8Be ground
state [16]. It is consistent with the definition of breakup used
in earlier classical Monte Carlo models [3,27].
A. Turning point breakup
We first consider breakup of the 8Be near the distance
of closest approach of the projectile and target. Based on
the measured energy dependence of the 7Li proton pickup
probability, one can fit an exponentially decaying transfer
probability function [28,29]. This is an integral quantity—it
accounts for the total transfer probability for the whole
trajectory, and is written in terms of the distance of closest
approach R0:
P (R0) ∝ exp(−γR0). (4)
Although not used here where the calculations use a fixed
breakup position, the exponential dependence means that
the transfer probability should be strongly peaked about the
distance of closest approach. A local breakup probability
is used within the standard PLATYPUS code to determine
the distribution of points where breakup is assumed to
occur [16]. It is assumed to have the same exponential
slope as the integrated quantity given above. In the present
case the slope of the exponential was determined from the
energy dependence of the measured transfer probability to
be γ ≈ 1.02 fm−1. Assuming that the local probability per
unit time step along the trajectory has the same exponential
form as the integral probability, and assuming a sub-barrier
Coulomb trajectory, we estimate that 84% of reactions should
occur within 1 fm radial distance of R0.
The strong peaking about R0 leads us to first consider
simulations of the α fragment correlations for breakup near
the distance of closest approach, for r = ±0.1 and ±1.0
fm. Here the sign of r is used to indicate whether the point
in question is before (−) or after (+) the turning point R0 (see
Fig. 1). The results of the calculations are compared to the
experimental data in Fig. 6(a). For each fixed breakup distance,
the only factor varying is the orientation of the initial relative
velocity of the fragments. Because in these calculations the
projectile-target angular momentum is zero, there is axial
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FIG. 6. Summary of model calculations and their comparison with data for the correlation between β and θ12. (a) Curves for breakup
distances near the distance of closest approach, where a negative value of r indicates breakup prior to R0 and a positive value after. (b)
Curves for fixed breakup distances r after the distance of closest approach. (c) Illustration of the sensitivity to the excitation energy (initial
relative energy) of the fragments, covering the range of ER − /2 to ER + /2 for the 2+ resonance. (d) Illustration of the sensitivity to
projectile-target angular momenta, represented by the points. The calculations for (c) and (d) were made with fixed r = 8 fm. See text for
further discussion.
symmetry and the calculations lie along a single line. The
disintegration prior to R0 leads to significantly larger angular
separations θ12 than disintegration after R0. The present
experiment cannot detect this component as the detectors
are arranged in a configuration allowing for a maximum
θ12 = 132◦. This work indicates that future experiments with
nickel-region targets must cover angles in both the forward and
backward hemispheres to probe breakup prior to the distance
of closest approach, which is relevant to fusion suppression.
Near R0, 8Be moves slowly and the majority of the energy
is stored in the potential between the fragments and the target.
This energy is released in the (essentially) independent interac-
tion of the fragments with the target following disintegration,
resulting in α fragments with more similar energies if disinte-
gration occurs near the turning point R0. As a result we see a
high propensity for events to reconstruct near β = 90◦, with no
events reconstructing to β < 80◦ for r = +1 fm. In part this
is because of incomplete fusion of one fragment with the target.
The rapid changes near the turning point (e.g., from
 = −0.1 to +0.1 fm) are in part a consequence of the
simulations—a small effective Q value is added to the radial
motion to attain the correct total energy E1 + E2 (see the
Appendix). Prior to the distance of closest approach, this
energy change causes the center of mass of the fragments
to be accelerated towards the target; after R0 it is accelerated
away from the target. In reality the sensitivity near the turning
point may be smaller than is suggested by Fig. 6(a).
B. Outgoing breakup
Because breakup near the distance of closest approach leads
to α fragments with similar energies and β ≈ 90◦, we next
consider breakup on the outgoing trajectory, where the 8Be
is receding from the target. We make simulations for a series
of disintegration radii after the distance of closest approach:
r = +1.0, +2.0, +4.0, and +8.0 fm. A further calculation
was made for r = +1000.0 fm which is essentially the
asymptotic limit. The results are shown in Fig. 6(b). As
the disintegration radius increases the curve in β and θ12
transitions from the near target result (black line) concentrated
near β = 90◦, towards the asymptotic limit (turquoise solid
line). Comparing the simulations to the band of events seen
in the experimental data suggests that much of the breakup
observed with the present experimental configuration occurs
several femtometers after the distance of closest approach.
For each event the initial orientation of the α fragments with
respect to the target is randomly chosen. The projectile-target
trajectory axial symmetry means that these events all fall on a
single line. However, the events are not uniformly distributed
along this line: There is a tendency for events to cluster towards
β = 90◦ corresponding to E1 and E2 being approximately
equal. This may, in part, explain the increased intensity near
β = 90◦ found in the data. The detail of this is beyond the
scope of the present discussion, and will be addressed in a
future work.
Some of the results from Fig. 6(b) are also shown plotted for
the relative energy Erel and |E1 − E2| in Fig. 7. The interaction
of the fragments with the target generate a range of relative
energies for each breakup distance, with the width of the range
increasing as the breakup occurs closer to the target. This again
illustrates how the resulting Erel depends sensitively on the
initial conditions at the point of breakup, a fact previously
noted in related classical simulations post-acceleration in
Coulomb breakup [30].
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FIG. 7. The distribution of events according to their relative
energy Erel and difference of energies |E1 − E2|. A fixed excitation
energy of 3.122 MeV was used and projectile-target angular momen-
tum L = 0. The dashed black arc again shows the maximal allowed
|E1 − E2|.
C. Initial excitation
A further relevant variable is the initial excitation energy of
8Be, which we have thus far assumed to be equal to the energy
of the 2+ state at ER = 3.122 MeV. This state has a finite
width, with  = 1.513 MeV, so a distribution of excitation
energies should result from its population. Calculations were
made for r = +8 fm for initial excitation energies equal to
ER and ER ± /2 (3.122, 2.366, and 3.879 MeV) to gauge the
variation associated with the anticipated energy spread. These
results are shown in Fig. 6(c). The qualitative pattern is similar
for each of the excitation energies, with smaller Ex giving
smaller θ12. Thus the width of any resonant state populated
can be expected to broaden the β vs θ12 correlation for a fixed
breakup distance.
D. Projectile scattering angle
The simulations presented so far assumed central collisions,
and the axial symmetry this imposes leads to all events lying on
a single line. With nonzero projectile-target angular momenta,
this axial symmetry is broken. In Fig. 6(d) we show the
dependence on the projectile-target angular momentum (i.e.,
impact parameter). As a guide, pure Rutherford scattering
for the angular momenta shown corresponds to laboratory
frame scattering angles 180◦ (L = 0), 150◦ (L = 4), and
104◦ (L = 8). This approximately corresponds to the cover-
age of the detectors in the present configuration. The nonzero
scattering angle trajectories give a distribution of events shown
by the points. The result is a broadening of the distribution for
a fixed breakup distance, but the qualitative pattern remains the
same. The distribution of the points gives some indication of
tendency to cluster towards β = 90◦ (and therefore E1 ≈ E2).
As noted earlier, the initial orientation of the α-α vector
was assumed to be isotropic. An anisotropic distribution of
α particles with respect to the targetlike nucleus will alter how
the events are clustered along the band.
V. DISCUSSION
For the present case of α-α coincidences from collisions
of 7Li with 58Ni, the experimental data are consistent with
proton pickup via 8Be. The mechanism was previously studied
with 40Ca( 7Li , 8Begs) 39K [31], where good agreement was
found between finite-range distorted-wave Born approxima-
tion calculations and measured angular distributions. In the
present work, the α-α relative energy distribution clearly
shows a peak associated with the 8Be ground state. The
prompt breakup component of the data is well explained
by classical simulations that assume breakup via the 8Be 2+
state. Other mechanisms, such as direct breakup into α + t
followed by proton pickup by the triton, do not appear to be
necessary.
Furthermore, study of the α-α angular correlations (β vs
θ12) allows, in principle, some separation between breakup
on the incoming and outgoing trajectories: Breakup on the
incoming trajectory leads to larger fragment opening angles θ12
than on the outgoing trajectory. This feature may be restricted
to relatively light target nuclei—heavy targets such as 208Pb
will tend to focus both fragments towards backward angles
regardless of the breakup location because of the stronger
fragment-target Coulomb interaction. Lighter targets therefore
potentially offer a better chance to understand the breakup
dynamics. However, the current measurement using a 58Ni
target, with coverage only the backward hemisphere, is found
to be sensitive, primarily, to breakup when the 8Be is receding
from the target. Simulations suggest that the majority of
breakup prior to the distance of closest approach would have
been missed with this detector configuration.
While the ideas outlined in this paper are a start, further
work is required before precise conclusions regarding the
breakup locations can be drawn. In reality, a distribution
of initial excitation energies (e.g., [22,24,32]), disintegration
points, and projectile-target angular momenta should be
sampled. All will tend to broaden the distribution of events
in β vs θ12 for a given disintegration distance r , but the
present simulations indicate that the qualitative pattern found
should remain. More complete simulations to understand the
details of these effects are being developed.
A key component of future simulations will be proper
treatment of the lifetime of broad resonance states such as the
8Be 2+ resonance. The width of this state is  = 1.513 MeV,
implying a mean lifetime τ ≈ 0.4 zs. Although short-lived, its
lifetime is of the order of the projectile-target collision time
scale. A delay in breakup of this order could be sufficient to
allow the 8Be to pass the turning point and begin to recede from
the target before breaking into α particles. A related effect was
observed in high energy Coulomb dissociation of 7Li, which
was studied extensively [30,33–38]. There it is found that
the breakup in the astrophysically interesting low excitation
range does not occur instantaneously. The lifetime of the state
produced depends sensitively on its excitation and angular
momentum, with the barrier to be tunneled through increasing
at lower excitation and higher angular momenta [39,40].
Similarly, in above-barrier breakup of 6Li into α + d [41],
it was concluded that the breakup of the low-lying continuum
occurs at large internuclear distances. The prompt breakup of
the 8Be 2+ state itself was studied following emission from
hot compound nuclei produced in high energy collisions of
114Cd and 92Mo [42]. There, even including the lifetime of
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the state, it appeared that breakup of 8Be was inhibited close
to the emitting compound nucleus.
This lifetime effect of the 8Be 2+ resonance is consistent
with the present simulations, and may explain why much of the
breakup appears to occur several femtometers after the distance
of closest approach. Other projectiles and breakup channels
may be similarly affected—for example, those proceeding via
5Li. This would have very important consequences for fusion
reactions at above-barrier energies. If the α particles remain
spatially localized long enough for them both to move inside
the fusion barrier, the capacity for breakup to hinder fusion
may be significantly reduced.
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we have presented new results for α-α
coincidences following proton pickup by 7Li on a 58Ni target
at energies below the fusion barrier. The relative energy
distributions of the α particles show a long-lived component
associated with the 0.092-MeV ground state of 8Be and a
short-lived component arising from disintegration near the
target nucleus. Previously it had been assumed that for prompt
breakup, half of the events originated from breakup on the
incoming trajectory prior to reaching the turning point R0, and
half after. Fusion suppression predictions were made assuming
those breaking up on the inbound trajectory were able to
suppress fusion.
The present work develops this interpretation further,
showing that the correlation between the fragment opening
angle θ12 and the orientation of their relative velocity β
is sensitive to the proximity to the target when breakup
occurs. This offers a new approach to study experimentally
the prompt breakup component. Comparison with classical
dynamical model simulations [26] indicate that the present
experiment with a relatively light 58Ni target, and where
both α particles are detected at backward angles, is sensitive
to breakup on the outgoing trajectory. To probe incoming
trajectory breakup, future experiments must have a larger
angular coverage, able to observe coincidence events where
the fragments have large angular separations. A more complete
treatment within the classical dynamical model is in prepara-
tion, incorporating an improved description of the transfer
product initial excitation and estimates of the corresponding
lifetime.
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APPENDIX: CLASSICAL DYNAMICAL SIMULATIONS
The classical dynamical simulations use a modified version
of the PLATYPUS code [16,26], in which transfer is treated as
a quasibreakup event. That is, the incident particle is 8Be, the
energy of which is chosen to match the distance of closest ap-
proach of the 7Li projectile assuming a Rutherford trajectory.
Given a 7Li beam energy of 13.1 MeV, the distance of closest
approach R0 = 10.3 fm. Attaining an equivalent distance of
closest approach with 8Be requires a laboratory energy of
17.1 MeV. The nuclear interaction potentials involving the
targetlike nucleus 57Co and light nuclei ( 8Be and α) are
taken to be of Woods-Saxon, with geometry parameters fit to
reproduce the Sao Paulo potential [17]. The α-α potential was
a Woods-Saxon fit to the low-energy α-α scattering potential of
Ref. [43]. However, the present simulations made at energies
below the projectile-target barrier energy are not sensitive to
the details of the nuclear part of the potential.
The α-α potential also determines the initial separation of
the fragments. To clearly define the starting conditions, we set
the initial radial separation of the α particles to the radius of
their mutual barrier radius RB ≈ 6 fm and insist they move ra-
dially outwards. This radius is determined by the α-α potential
used, and is similar to the value of 5.81 fm used in Ref. [42].
Again, the present results are insensitive to these details.
Because of its intrinsic α-cluster structure, 8Be has a large
binding energy per nucleon, and 7Li proton pickup reactions
typically have large and positive Q values as a result. For the
case of 7Li + 58Ni, the ground-state Q value is 9.174 MeV.
The optimal Q value is estimated to be 3.34 MeV. To obtain
the correct total energy of the fragments E1 + E2 following
disintegration for the chosen Q = 6.2-MeV band in the data,
an effective Q value Qeff = 4 MeV must be included. Note
that this effective Q value differs from what one might expect
from the ground-state Q value and target excitation, because of
the 8Be pseudoprojectile. As such, Qeff was chosen to produce
the measured total energy of the fragments E1 + E2. PLATYPUS
conserves angular momentum at the point of breakup, so
the excitation energy and effective Q value are added to (or
subtracted from) the projectile-target radial energy. The change
in the radial energy of the projectile and target relative motion
is then the difference between the effective Q value and the
excitation energy. For the present case this change is small.
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